Teacher Guide to the FEC Dashboard Web Interface
This guide is intended to help teachers navigate the FEC dashboard and includes some resources
that can be shared with students or embedded in lessons/handouts to help scaffold exploration of
the building data and other resources housed in the dashboard.
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Teacher’s Guide to the FEC Dashboard

The Frick Environmental Center Dashboard contains a wealth of information and links related to
sustainability features of the building and grounds. The direct weblink is
http://foreseer.pittsburghparks.org/webviews

This links to a page describing the 7 petals of the Living Building Challenge. This is a good place
to start learning about the broad array of sustainability features at the FEC. For each petal, there
is a link with additional information, photos, and examples.

These three buttons link to data pages what graphable and downloadable building data. These
pages, and the graphs/data that can be linked from them, will be the focus of this guide.

For a brief orientation to the dashboard and its features, you can watch our Sustainability
Dashboard Tutorial on You Tube.

Live Renewable Energy Data
This is the default view for the Live Renewable Energy Data page. The main diagram dhows
energy production and usage onsite, displaying cumulative values since opening for total solar
energy production, as well as combined total energy usage by the environmental center, barn
building, and fountain.
The graphs at the bottom of the page default to showing a week’s worth of daily energy
production (on the left) and daily total site energy usage (on the left). Although the date
parameters can be manipulated in these small graphs, it’s more helpful to move into the fullscreen graphing interface.

To move into the graphing interface, first
check the small checkbox on the graph you’d
like to expand (you can also check both
boxes). These boxes appear to the right of
the graph legend.

Then click the word “graph” in the upper
right of this page.

Live Energy Usage
This page shows live daily total energy usage (at the bottom), as well as data from a selection of
energy sub-meters. There is a button in the upper left to toggle to a live monthly view. However,
as with energy generation, the more interesting data can be accessed by entering the graphing
interface.

To enter the graph interface from this page,
select one or more of the gray checkboxes
circled above.

Then click on the word “graph” in the upper
right.

Note: Elevators is a fun subsystem to look at. In the 24-hour view, you can actually see each time
the elevator is used. By checking both “Elevator” and “Total Energy Consumption,” you can also
see how much of total energy consumption elevator trips account for.

Live Water Collection Data

As with the Live Renewable Energy Collection Data page, this page shows a diagram of some of
the water systems onsite, including rainwater collection on the solar panels on the left, various
flows and usages in the center of the diagram, and natural groundwater release and blackwater
treatment on the left. Live data for the Rainwater cistern level and system pressure are provided
in the diagram as well.

To enter the graphing interface from the Live
Water Collection Data page, click the small
checkbox on the water tank.

Then click “graph” in the upper right.

Graphing Interface
Below is the default view when you’ve clicked the checkbox by the lower left graph and Graph
button from the Live Renewal Energy Data page. Note that it will always open to show the 24
hours prior to the current time. Note also that the graph opens in a new browser window (helpful
to know especially if you are screensharing in a virtual meeting).

Several properties of the graph are visible in this default view. The graph shows energy total
daily energy production, captured every15 minutes throughout the day, resetting to zero at
midnight. Hovering over each datapoint will bring up an information box that shows the date and
time stamp, data channel, and the value for that point (in the above example, Monday, Aug 9,
14:30:54, \\PPCFORSEER01\_Additional Derived Chan\D_Reverse Real Energy DTD kWh:
493.5625).
Export Menu
The Export menu has several useful features:
•

•
•

“Export trace data” creates and downloads an Excel file of the data currently displayed. For
the above example, you would get a file with the date/timestamp in column A, and the
energy production values for each 15-minute interval in the 24 hours shown. (If you’ve
adjusted the Date Range, you will get an Excel file with the data from that date range.)
“Save image” creates and downloads a PNG image file of the currently displayed graph
(similar to a screen capture).
“Print” opens a print dialog box and allows you to print the currently displayed graph, but
with a white background. You can also print to a PDF file (using your computer’s print dialog
box and selecting “save as PDF” in the printer box), providing another option for saving the
graph image.

These features can help you create example graphs for students to examine before delving into
the live data.

Graphing Interface, continued
Date Range menu
You can customize the date range shown. The preset options (day, week, month) always end with
the most current data. The graph below shows when the “week” option was selected from the
graph on the previous page.

If you would like older data, use the custom date range choice. The dashboard can display data
back to December 2019; however, the maximum date range you can select is 180 days (6
months). The graph below shows energy production data from the first 6 months of 2021.

This is a nice example to use to help students familiarize with the energy production data. It shows
both the broad trend of increased energy production with longer daylength, as well as an
“anomaly” to explain: Why was there almost no solar energy produced for 10 days in February?

Graphing Interface, continued
Add Channel
The Add Channel menu allows you to show multiple types of data on the same graph. However, it
requires a little interpretation.
When the “Add Channel” interface first opens, it looks like this:

First, click on the arrow next to “PPCFORSEER01” to access the submenu.
The channels for total energy production and total energy consumption (probably the most
common comparison students will make) are both found under “_Additional Derived Chan.” Click
anywhere in the row to open the next submenu.

Graphing Interface, continued
Selecting the channel “D_Total Energy Consumption DTD kWh” will add this information to your
graph.

Below is a graph showing both total energy production (red line) and total energy consumption
(yellow line) for the month of March 2021.

To remove a channel from a graph, click on the graph legend for the channel you want to
remove. An additional menu option, “Channel Options” will appear in the menu bar. From there,
you can remove or hide the channel.
(These two channels can also be graphed together by clicking BOTH checkboxes by the small
graphs on the Live Renewable Energy Data page before clicking on “Graph” in the upper right.)

Graphing Interface, continued
The easiest way to compare energy usage by different building subsystems is to use the Live
Daily Energy Usage page (see p.4 in this guide).
However, if you wish to do so from within the graphing interface, below are the channels that
correspond to the subsystems shown:
Public Areas

_Additional Derived Chan\D_PMTR 04 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Fountain

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub03 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Gatehouse

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub04 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Water Heaters

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub07 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Elevators

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub05 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Barn

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub02 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Office Spaces

_Additional Derived Chan\D_PMTR 03 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Lighting

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub06 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

HVAC

_Additional Derived Chan\D_Sub01 Forward Real Energy DTD kWh

Water-related Channels
The cistern level data (percent full for the 15,000 gallon cistern below ground) can be accessed
directly from the Live Water Collection Data page or by adding the channel
Cistern Level

\\PPCFORSEER01\BraeSystem\M_Cistern Level

Additional Info about FEC
Below are some statistics about the Environmental Center building and grounds that may be useful
in setting up lessons or labs. Please also feel free to reach out to us for additional information.
Interior floor space: 15,000 sq ft
Surface are of the solar panels: 4 panels x 2812 sq ft each = 11,238 sq ft total
Horizontal “footprint” of solar panels (for rainwater capture): 4 x 2719.5 sq ft = 10,878 sq ft

Outside Resources
Additional information about sustainable buildings and the Living Building Challenge
https://sustainabilitypioneers.com/
The first video, Sustainability Pioneers: Finding our Power, features the Frick Environmental Center,
with footage from during construction as well as the public opening in 2016. The passive house
episode has some nice points of synergy with features of FEC.
For more about how the Environmental Center met the Living Building Challenge, please visit the
International Living Future Institute’s project page:
https://living-future.org/lbc/case-studies/frick-environmental-center/
The International Living Future Institute (ILFI) is the parent organization for the Living Building
Challenge. They host project pages for ALL of the certified Living Buildings (from those that
achieved full certification of all 7 petals to those that achieved only one petal). The Frick
Environmental Center profile details how each of the petal standards were met, in a largely
narrative format. In total, there are 20 “imperatives” underlying the 7 petals, and the profile
gives several paragraphs of content for each imperative.

Energy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKxrkht7CpY
This short video explains how photovoltaic solar panels work.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9DP6v0IW1k
This short video explains how a ground-source heat exchange system (similar to the one at FEC)
works.

Water
One Water Guide is a good Pittsburgh-local background resource
Model My Watershed has resources for calculating actual stormwater runoff and virtually
modifying surfaces to change it.

iTree Design offers similar modeling capabilities, focusing on adding trees to the landscape. There
is a nice tutorial on iTree Design offered through Project Learning Tree.
Find your local watershed: https://watershedmap.org/
Trace the path of your flush: https://flush-it.civicmapper.com/

Historical Weather Data
https://www.wunderground.com/history
Weather conditions can affect both solar energy production and energy consumption, as well as
rainwater collection.

Ecology
For some related activities on the ecology side, take a look at our pages for the Ecosystem
Investigators program, featuring both forest and stream food webs and some virtual expiration
tools.
Datanuggets.org has a variety of datasets to use for comparisons.

